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Abstract Text:
We present the Data-Intensive workflows as a Service (DIaaS)
model for enabling easy data-intensive workflow composition
and deployment on clouds using containers. DIaaS model
backbone is Asterism, an integrated solution for running
data-intensive stream-based applications on heterogeneous
systems, which combines the benefits of dispel4py with
Pegasus workflow systems. The stream-based executions of an
Asterism workflow are managed by dispel4py, while the data
movement between diﬀerent e-Infrastructures, and the
coordination of the application execution are automatically
managed by Pegasus.
DIaaS combines Asterism framework with Docker containers to
provide an integrated, complete, easy-to-use, portable
approach to run data-intensive workflows on distributed
platforms. Three containers integrate the DIaaS model: a
Pegasus node, and an MPI and an Apache Storm clusters.
Container images are described as Dockerfiles (available online
at http://github.com/dispel4py/pegasus_dispel4py), linked to
Docker Hub for providing continuous integration (automated
image builds), and image storing and sharing. In this model, all
required software (workflow systems and execution engines) for
running scientific applications are packed into the containers,
which significantly reduces the eﬀort (and possible human
errors) required by scientists or VRE administrators to build such
systems. The most common use of DIaaS will be to act as a
backend of VREs or Scientific Gateways to run data-intensive
applications, deploying cloud resources upon request.
We have demonstrated the feasibility of DIaaS using the
data-intensive seismic ambient noise cross-correlation
application (Figure 1). The application preprocesses (Phase1)
and cross-correlates (Phase2) traces from several seismic
stations. The application is submitted via Pegasus (Container1),
and Phase1 and Phase2 are executed in the MPI (Container2)
and Storm (Container3) clusters respectively. Although both
phases could be executed within the same environment, this
setup demonstrates the flexibility of DIaaS to run applications
across e-Infrastructures.
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